
Individuals and companies seek building valuations to
help ensure they have the correct policy cover and to
minimise their risk due to underinsurance.

We draw on extensive experience and apply relevant
valuation methodologies, combined with our in-depth
insurance knowledge to provide clients with a value
added service.

Key benefits
• We provide accurate information, which allows our

clients to ensure that premiums are calculated for a
specific risk

• We help to avoid underinsurance related issues at
the point of claim

• We provide customers with peace of mind regarding
the adequacy of sums insured

• We help to avoid underinsurance penalties at the
time of a claim

• We identify over insurance to avoid customers 
paying incorrect premiums

Key features
• Our service helps our clients charge the correct

premium

• We take particular risk factors into account
• We help customers build a relationship with loss

adjusters prior to a loss
• We help customers avoid penalties from 

underinsurance when claims arise
• We can provide a desktop review of the valuation at

three or five years
• We provide added value to insurer and broker

product offerings

About our service
We deliver results. Our service is supported by a number
of key insurers, brokers and associations, with whom we
have formalised a scheme, including:
• Allianz
• British Insurance Brokers’ Association
• Congregational & General
• Erinaceous Group
• MIA Towergate
• NFU Mutual
• Norwich Union
• Pharmacy Mutual
• Willis

For further information about our service, please
contact Philip Lane on 07795 255824 or email
phil.lane@cl-uk.com

Why we are different
We are the only valuation service to be approved by the
British Insurance Brokers’ Association (BIBA). The major
insurers who use our service offer their customers
average waiver guarantees for a period of up to three
years, so we help our clients retain a competitive
edge.

We have a tested approach in delivering building
valuations for insurance purposes. We specialise in
undertaking large commercial valuations. 

Unlike some providers, the fee for our service is
based upon the current sums insured as opposed to
the revised sum insured, or for specialist or 
multi-risk valuations on a time charged basis.

We provide specialist services for:
• Commercial buildings
• Domestic buildings
• Educational establishments
• Landed estates
• Listed and historic buildings
• Farm buildings
• Sports stadia
• Property owners portfolios 
• Community and recreational buildings
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Case Study
A portfolio of property insured for £55m should have
had £135m cover. Such levels of underinsurance is
enough to seriously impact on claims settlement,
but also insurer premiums, broker fees, and more
importantly the whole relationship between all 
parties in the event of a loss.


